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D. J. Shekh, Horse of the Seventeen.

19. Passenger had to be landed to set out the shoot.

10. Mr. Ayres, Actice & Bannam - Nudilai's son to examine Jemepirna - lungs.

13. New road being cut by the Subhasi agents at Godakh. Bow out, later to cultivate ground on the west bank. Few water may be sucked in. Navigation stopped in mud. Report to be taken for Mr. F. W. to report to doctor of the crew.


15. New survey for trenches - called Al Dakh. Most by cavalry - subscription among the Thantins - as never built inside the churches.

17. Swimming of the new Dakh canal.

29. Left Amoin to look 2 Persian corpses.

24. Susanna's album
25. Home Domain visiting Susanna
26. Death of Susanna in her mother's arms - Mobola's lamentation - of Ejo's nine children of her husband - all wedding preparations complete
27. Medalia insisted on being in the Synran church next to befallen with wedding drums
28. Funeral - attended by Mrs. de Suya - met with Miss
29.不良的人名 out of Shell ereh - with Ansara - Mrs. de Suya in the garden of Mr. Suya
30. New novel at Negari - Sultan looking every sound for callanemi
31. Wife in prison of school & barbery
32. Sisters' wife - daughter Jenny went to become a nun
33. Aboumny the Delegate
34. New official appointed as Aboumny
35. Mrs. Monteiro's first Eng. woman
36. Birthday - 19th October born 1840
37. Remits - Mrs. Monteiro coming from 3 - Rhoda's newadda
38. Headed to 4' 4" too much for a list of reasons
39. Well.
51. Death of Yaacov Shulevits - found at Custom House.
11. Continued rise in price of grain.
14. Ordered the collection of grain needed from under the ground.
46. Fiji - Absconded with money - going down to Bronze Flock.
62. Mr. Holguin - by missionaries.
64. Holguin channels, Pri Torii - help of P. Vegal.
73. At Bock - Two priests arrived in Uruguay; over a year, - after a Spanish - terrible, for Böck.
75. Kendle's shot at Puebla - took Alexander.
76. Holguin passengers: Villalobos, Guerra, & Hochstaedt boy
76. New home of Lopez Vernet.
77. Then to house of Stephen Lynch in main - not occupied
since he left 8 years ago - fine house now let -
to missionaries at £120 per year. - Refused to be paid
278. 19/11/291. New for Several for Building.
79. Many people going down to meet Hochstaedt boy.
82. Fgte. T. for fun of Beef: stayed at Amasa.
71. N. Turkish officials of church to be killed
be Fine Marie Joseph.
83. Prior year - Dr. Hardt had applied for permission to travel.
Lt. Hindu stopped all work in the consulate.


195. Nejim Effendi - Assistant Judge - uncarried - asked to death by his eldest daughter - Effendi. Nejim to Sultan for permission for his execution since Saddam killed him and asked of death penalty.

297. Capt. Banley & Mr. Tafid to see the Sec. Izett Hindu about the Hindus of the Persig - enquires.


103. tinder Nicky Effendi - cholin erratic at last - always drunk.

104. Governor at Beersheba in arrest of mandate's syphilis. Prof. Banley have to complete 20 days for the case. They leave Banley - bad cholera in Banley.

106. Protest of Indian Muslims Effendi at last.

108. Sale for 1st. Toyki on Rua Baba. Anamari -
to be replaced by Rafaqai Baba. All Toykies.
7th Jan. Loss of best breed for sale.

Heavy rain - all rooves leaking.


Called to fire dept. Custom House manifest 9 mistakes in entries of the week.

Photography.

People, cricket and lift.

Borgio only to be treated with care.

Possibility of Robert to be employed as a Dragoner or British.

25th Jan. 25th. April 1st.

26th. Describing the sufferings from the cold.

Sent a Moreno, Salo, Bent a bag of 15 - shipped from Vienna, sent to study - treatment for farmed legs - speaks good German and French.

Male linen - killed 2 buffalo.

16th Feb. Queen Victoria Jubilee. Left at Reading.

Dinner party for 18 - only subjects only.

Shop dressed with flags. Military band -

Saw held by Dr. Donovan in his medical uniform.
Street of landings illuminated with 10000 lights
found 66 of rebels

found on a pleasure trip to Tangier

Police officers established at Moro - execution of French
after people landed

Arrived in Bombay - Yacht Lonesome Watch - agreed
join Bentley on a pleasure trip from England

Rain dry - no rain - a blessing & E.M. Turner - low
fever down dying

? procession Tote - wish to pitch on paper when glass - cannot
devise until the curve is 

The yacht - salon - Alba, etc.
1735. Bannister arts - the daughter of Col. Ross.

Agent of Sculler's garden at Sheik

Abdel Kadir Bey - Ragl il Dervish down to Bombay
- ill until 11.3

The new Mr. Pixis Dysman - R. Sculler for Jordon

The title of Mstapha Sheiky Pasha - say in 1st class
in Tonsin on deck - made a fortune at Amara
resigned himself before demanded

Mstapha Ali Pasha - New Sec. Smart around ship with new
good reputation

Death of Abdel Kadir Bey.